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Our #1 Opportunity…and Challenge



Global shift from physical to digital. Example: security & defense



 Interface (r)evolutions:  new levels of human-machine interaction





Exponential computing power, Big Data, AI and the Internet of Things 
is changing everything - and Ethics will be increasingly challenged





Business as 
usual is dead





http://www.businessinsider.com.au/mac-funamizus-future-of-internet-search-2013-11‘Search’ goes ‘see’, feel, hear, touch, think…



Internet of Things: Connected. Intelligent. Real-Time. All.
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Everything can be recorded. Saved. Searched.
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B4 Internet 1st digital wave Now Tomorrow?

Power of Technology Privacy & Anonymity
An important balancing act



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Offline becomes a new luxury



Technology has no ethics but every human society needs them

Source: Coca Cola Social Media Guard via Youtube



“Nothing vast enters the life of 
mortals without a curse” Sophocles



http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-13/robot-workers-coexistence-is-possible



So what will it mean to be human in a digital world?

Startrek clip via Youtube



“How does a person go broke?  
Gradually, then suddenly”  

Ernest Hemingway



Source: Why Watson Is Real Artificial Intelligence http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2014/02/14/watson_is_real_artificial_intelligence_despite_claims_to_the_contrary.html 

Understanding the simple sentence 
“After the holidays, the 

scale becomes my enemy”  
is still an apparently impossible 

problem for a computer

http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2014/02/14/watson_is_real_artificial_intelligence_despite_claims_to_the_contrary.html


Omniscience









Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

‘Augmented Humanity’



We are starting to have ‘relationships’  
with our technologies, machines, devices, networks, OSs 



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

‘Deep learning’ machines



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Automation, Computerization, Big Data and Artificial Intelligence 
will disrupt, change and expand most industries in the next 5 years



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Redefinition of Work and Jobs

Kevin Kelly Wired.com 2009

Image via Economist.com



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Redefinition of Work and Jobs

Image via Economist.com



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Welcome to ‘Workupation’



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Learning & Education: ‘just in time’ - not (only) ‘just in case’





http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/03/opinion/sunday/the-perils-of-perfection.html?pagewanted=all  Pic via Gary Taxali



Data is the new oil, mobile is the 
external brain, AI is the connector



!

“Big business decisions will be made not be experts or 
intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”   

Virginia Rometty, CEO and chairwoman of IBM  http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond

http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond


http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/23/ray-kurzweil_n_4842972.html



“All that happens must be known” Dave Eggers ‘The Circle’



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Expect more ‘Datawars’



Omnipotence



Personalized 
Medicine 

Revolution



Omnipresence



20% more time spend working  since the rise of Social/
Mobile/Cloud: is technology captivating or capturing us?



The question will increasingly be not whether technology can do something 

but whether it should be done

Apple ‘Misunderstood’ Video via Youtube
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“Machine Thinking”



Business ☯ Technology ☯ Ethics ☯ Culture ☯ Politics

Pic via http://bigstory.ap.org/article/trendspotter-predicts-joy-missing-out-2014

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/trendspotter-predicts-joy-missing-out-2014


The coming sustainability default, 
the rise of the circular economy, 3BL



FuturistGerd.com 

Gerdtube.com (YouTube) 

GerdCloud.com for all downloads

Thanks for your time - let’s talk!

@gleonhard


